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Students' impressions of the conference

22nd Annual UKSG Conference and 4th European Serials, UMIST, Manchester, 12-14 April 1999

Two students' perspectives
This year the UKSG ofered nine library school
students the opportunity to experience the world of
serials at this joint conference. As part of the sponsored
place requirements, they are each asked to submit a
report on the conference, and this year we are pleased to
publish two, thefirst from Chris Launder, a
postgraduate student at University of Central
England, Birmingham, followed by Dominique Collins
from University College London.

Chris Lander of the University of Central
England, Birminghamwrites:
I was fortunate enough to attend this year's UKSG
Conference in Manchester as a student delegate. I
found it to be a very rewarding experience. I
learned a lot about the mechanics of a
professional conference:about the differentmodes
of interactionbetween delegates; about the relative
merits of PowerPoint, OHPs and talking directly
to your audience without aids. I also learned a lot
about the current developmentsin the licensing
and distribution of electronic journals, which was
my primary reason for attending. I also picked up
some new dance moves and learned which fork to
use when enjoying pressed chicken and apricot
terrine. Quite an educationalexperience, I hope
you will agree.
Following an unseemly skirmish with Virgin
Railways' staff, my colleague and I finally arrived
in Manchester by taxi on Sunday evening. UMIST
provided excellent accommodationforthe next
three days and was superb location for the
conference.
The lectures given in the Renold lecture theatre
dominated each of the three days. Mark Clark
from the University of Salforddid an excellentjob
of setting the standard for presentationand pace
in his keynote paper entitled: 'The changing

landscape for the information professional'.
Similarly,JohnTaglerfrom Elsevier USA, did a
good job of scene-settingin a very short time.
Many of the issues discussed by these two
lecturers, such as archiving,alerting services,
format migration,forward andbackward linking,
pricing models, licensing, pre-print servers, user
profiling and the continuing serials inflation
crisis, were echoed throughout the three days.
Much of the emphasis of the papers given was
devoted to electronic rather than print serials, as
this is where the current areas of greatest
confusion and debate lie within the industry.
The importance of retaining peer review in
electronic serials was stressed by Glyn Jonesin
his discussion of the future of STM serials. He
also argued that it was the culture we work in
rather than the technology available which was
dictating the pace of developments that mean that
only around 8%of STMjournals are currently
online. However, his Luddite approach to
PowerPointwill not have endeared him to
everyone at the conference.
CharlesOppenheimwarned of the disastrous
effects that the EU draft directive on copyright
could have if it was to become law. He
encouraged delegates to lobby Ministers to act
against the draft and argued that if it became law
it would severely restrict the ability of libraries to
disseminateelectronicinformation.
An extremely unbiased account of the SPARC
initiativewas delivered by Robert Welham. He
had the virtually impossibletask of trying to
present the project in a favourable lightbut at the
same time recognise the problems in getting
authors to migrate tonew journal titles.
Mike Spinella amused with his description of
the 'Fire!. ..Aimfstrategywhich comesfrom a lack
of research into, or knowledge of, what exactly
readers of scholarlyelectronic journals really
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want. He outline how Science had experimented
with the content of its online version. He also
revealed some of the results from research that had
been done into the end-users' needs. It was clear, at
least for the scientific community, that there is a
strong desire to maintain print copies alongside
electronic versionsas usage patterns differ
significantlyamongst scientists.
David Pullinger conducted a useful session
outlining the impactthat differentworking methods
specific to certain subject areas may have on the
delivery methods employedby electronic
publishers. His studies showed clear differences
amongst the methods of study and the usage of
electronicjournals between 'secretive' scientists
and 'collaboration' social scientists. However, he
warned against a simple subjectdivide for different
services, as some of the most interestingresearch
being carried out in these areas is interdisciplinary.
Lorcan Dempsey's Star Wars 'joke' almost ruined
a very well structured analysis of the growing need
for well-assignedmetadata. The fact thatmetadata
was needed not just at the article level but also to
aid the identification and use of databases, Website,
journal titles and subject gateways was discussed.
He also highlighted the need for activitiesin this
area to be -coordinatedin order for them to have the
maximumimpact on improvingthe end-users'
ability to access electronicinformation sources.
Terry Hanson made a convincing case for the
need for an alternativeto the OPAC for cataloguing
electronic serials He described an online access
catalogue which would be directly accessible to
electronicjournals, reference tools and Web sites.
He also discussed the need to abolish distinction of
cost, location and technology of resources, and
instead offer users an integrated listing. He also
discussed the librarian's growing responsibility to
be extremely selectivein which electronic resources
would be catalogued. The importance of
consistently applying metadata was stressed.
Aside from these formal lectures there was an
opportunity each day for delegatesto participate in
a wide range of workshops.
I attended both of the seminarson licensing
issues which were very ably chairedby Rollo
Turner. Unfortunately, the clichC of the reserved
librarian appeared to be rearing its ugly head as
some serious coaxing was required in order to elicit
contributionsfrom the library perspective in the
second of these two meetings. However, there were
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many good points and perhaps a greater depth of
understanding between the various parties was
achieved. Certainly it was established that
publishers only need fear systematicabuse of their
licence agreements, and that much of the legal
jargon in them could be replaced by simply trusting
other people's professional standards. I was
surprised, though, that there was not a more
positiveattitude towards the NESLIproject. Some
of the European delegates viewed this initiativein a
far more positive light then their UKcounterparts.
Tony Kidd's workshop on publishers' Web sites
served a similar purpose in creating a greater
understanding amongst the creatorsand the
various users of these pages as to their various
needs. The discussion also spread to the issue of
usage management statisticsfor electronicjournals.
There was some debate over whether these should
be considered aspart of the general service
provided by publishersand aggregators, or should
be considered as an extra which should be paid for
separately. There was also some discussion of the
possibility of having these Web pages tailored for
differentusers so that there wouldbe different
version for librarians and students, for example.
I think a final reference ought to be made to the
smooth running of what must have been a logistical
nightmare. Overall, it was an excellent conference
and exhibition. Depending on my luck in finding
gainfulemployment in the serialssector, I would
certainlyhope toreturnnext year.

Dominique Collinsof University College, London
contributedthis report:
Having never been to a conference before, let alone a
library conference,I was unsure what to expect
when I boarded the Virgin train to Manchester on
Sunday afternoon. Three days later I left having
absorbed much information and alsomany
surprises.
Sunday evening was spent relaxing and meeting
people. Knowingno-one at the conference made my
colleague and I very keen to meet as many people as
possible. This was, after all, a prime reason for
attending. The venue for the Sunday night dinner
could, perhaps, have been closer as everyone had to
stay until the coach was ready to go. This was not a
problem for us, as we met some gregariousand very
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funny subscription agents and spent a diverting
evening. Whoever said that librarians were mousy?
However, the distance of the venue was a problem
for one of our number who managed to get left
behind when the coaches went. Whether his
friends deliberately forgothim or not, I do not know.
I retired tired but satisfied and knew my urge to
attend the conferencehad been right.
Monday began all too early (at loam you can still
taste the toothpaste!) with a hearty breakfast
followedby registrationand meeting the other
students. Whatever ideas I had about them were
blown out of the water upon our introduction. Here
was a group as diverse as the librarians and
publishers around us. After this point we spent
very little time together. We all seemed to have
different agendas and interests, which is how it
should be.
The introductionby the University Librarianwas
far too long and cut into what was a fascinating
keynote speechthat I felt could have been extended.
Mark Clark's talk had exactly the right balance of
fact and prediction,present-day information and
future conjecture. His 'notes' page, given out with
the delegatepack was inadequate. He posited so
many ideas I felt I could have written much more.
The idea of the set-top box replacing the PC in the
Internet wars is somethingI find very interesting
and possible - Playstation overtaking PC games, if
you will. It was a relevant and thought-provoking
talk and set the tone for the rest of the conference.
In fact, all the papers on Monday morning were
good in differentways. Each speaker had a
completely differentstyle of presentation and this
added to the diversity of approach to lighten a
subject that could seemoverdone if all the
protagonists used similar ways to get their points
across. My personal favouritewas Glyn Jones,not
merely for content but for the spirited way he gave
his talk and his humorous asides. My only worry
was that some of our European visitors might have
had trouble understanding his fast and
complicated speech. His highlighting the three
main questions asked to users: "Would you like?,
Do you need?, Will you pay for?" underlines the
quintessentialproblem of provision. Do users
know what they want and will the questions asked
determinethe answersreceived?
Charles Oppenheimwas another lively speaker.
Copyright often can be seen as deeply dull subject
but his talk was certainly not dull and had much in
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it to interest everyone. Copyrightis certainly a
subject that affects all librariansin whatever field
they specialise and his discussion on changes to
Crowncopyright was very informative.
Lunch was disappointing in its lack of food, the
demand for which I think the caterersunderestimated,but provided a well-neededbreak and
time to collect my thoughts and digest not
only food but what I had heard during the
morning.
The afternoon's workshop on 'Performance
Measures' was a great disappointment to me,
though I wondered if I had expected too much. This
was not the case, as others more experienced in
conferencing than I found it as unrewarding as me.
It did not seem to have any real focus or goal and
consequentlydid not take us anywhere. The one
redeeming featurewas listening to the points raised
by Diann Rusch-Feja, one of the members of the
group, whom I found very wellinformed and
inquiring.
I attended concurrentsession 2, taken by two
librarians at business libraries. I did find the
commercialsector, especiallylaw libraries,underrepresented at this conference. As many of the talks
were aimed at higher educationrather than the
commercialfield this could be why. However, this
sessionendeavouredto redress the balance.
Gillian Westall (JonesLang LaSalle) was an
interesting speaker and gave copies of her slides
afterwards, something I thought was very useful as
it allowed everyone to concentrateon her points
rather than franticallyscribblingdown anything
of interest. Hearing the mechanics of working for
a busy real estate agency was interesting, as I have
only previously worked for a pharmaceutical
company and their customerneeds are completely
different. The nature of the materialheld and
queries asked are also radically different to the
healthcare environment.
A specialmention must go to David Alsmeyer of
BT Laboratories for giving an interestingtalk even
when technology was againsthim. He described
the radical reform of the library due to BTfs
redundancy policy and the lack of slides to
illustrate his points inno way detracted from the
presentation.
The product reviews on both days were of some
interestat first, but I felt if I had a burning desire to
see the product I would rather go to a stand and
hear about it and see it at the same time. There were
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not so many stands at the conference that you could
not get round all of them. For an interested
librarian, this latter courseseemedby far the better
way, rather than sittingin a lecture theatre listening
to 7-minute productplugs. Admittedlymany of the
speakers were amusingbut I feel, overall, that Anna
Lister Cheese with her 'E-Js: where are we now ...
what next?' talk on behalf of SwetsSubscription
Serviceshad the right idea. Shemerely mentioned
her product and went on to talk more generally
about electronicjournals, thereby giving us
something to think about whilst at the same time
reminding us of the presence of her product's stand.
I visited several of the stands during the
conference. The problem was that as a student with
no budget to spend I felt that publishers would not
really want to talk to me, so I tended to go only to
the stands I had a definite and deep interest in.
Dinner in the Barnes Wallis restaurant was a
jolly occasion, especially sitting where I was. The
quiz alsoenabled everyone to move around and
meet even more people, which I thought was an
excellentidea. Our quiz team come secondbut only
by the heroic effortsof thelibrarianfrom the
Department of Health; the rest of us were terrible
and freely admitted it. If it wasn't for him, I think
we would have won the wooden spoon rather than
the singleman who eventually owned up.
I feel the next day's sessions were not as
interesting as the previous day's. This could be
because illness meant two of the speakerscould not
attend and replacementshad to be found at short
notice, or simply that the topics were not as close to
my heart. At one point I did feel that a couple of
them were extendedproduct reviews. However,
Mike Spinella's coherent talk on the digitisationof
Science was not one of them. Here was a fascinating
talk about a world-famousjournal from a
publisher's viewpoint. It had most people listening
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very closely as he highlighted problems with
digitisation most of us had not even considered.
Differencesin use and the idea that print and
online are complementarymedia were two ideas I
took away toconsiderfurther.
To make up for the disappointmentof the
previous workshop the one on InternetSearch
Engines given by Sue Welsh was absolutely
brilliant. I came away feelingI had so much to
think about and also that I had learnt so much. The
practical exampleswere useful and apposite and
illustratedher pointsbeautifully. I will definitely
refer to the Web site addresses she gave. I know I
was not alone in rating that workshop highly. The
tendency is to stick with one search engine and she
made me see that they are all different tools and
perform tasks differently.
The dinner in Manchester Town Hall, in all its
Victorian Gothic splendour, was magnificent and I
feel very glad to have beengiven the opportunityto
dine in such opulent surroundings. Again I was
blessed with a very lively group of people on my
table from a range of occupations. It was
unfortunate that my colleaguewas unable to attend
the dinner, but I know I did it justice on her behalf.
Perhaps too much, as Wednesday was certainly a
very quiet day for me, although in this I was not
alone.
Overall the conferencewas something I was very
glad I was able to attend and well worth the time
spent writing the application letter and this report.
Even if some of the talks were not as interesting as
others there was much that was useful. I learned a
great deal and met a huge number of people from
different careers, which is what conferences are for
ultimately, and I hope that in my future life I will
have the opportunity to meet some of them again or
perhaps even work with them.
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Conference photographs

Part of the
exhibition

Cirila Gabron-Vuk
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from Slovenia

a group of
1 Dutch
delegates
relax during
a break in
the
proceedings

Conference photographs

AGM: the Secretary (Keith Courtney) ponders
his future - will he be re-elected?

The quizmaster (Chris Beckett) slakes his thirst
while the winning quiz team celebrates
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Conference photographs

Lyndsay Rees-Jones is
entertained by the
Lord Mayor of
Manchester and the
Lady Mayoress
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